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‘Over the years I
have sadly had to
say goodbye to

eye make up, with
heavy skin and

deep wrinkles to
my upper eyelid

there wasn't much
point. Frances
suggested I try
Plexr to help

smooth out the
eyelid skin and

give me a fresher
more youthful eye

area. She
explained I may

need 2-3
treatments. This is
me after a single
session 12 weeks
after. As you can
imagine I'm over

the moon.’
J.S. - Essex

‘My under eye bags were making me look so tired,
being a man make up tricks are not an option. I was

quite scared to have surgery and wanted to try
something less invasive, Frances suggested the new
Plexr treatment , this is me 8 weeks after a single

treatment and I am delighted,  friends and family are
commenting on how fresh and well I'm looking,I will

certainly be having another session as Frances said after
2 the results will be even better’

R.E  - Hertfordshire

Plexr is a cordless hand operated micro-surgical device that transfers concentrated heat to the treated skin tissue. It
uses the difference in voltage between the device and the patients skin, generating a small electrical arc, similar to
lightening. Plexr ionises the existing gases in the gap atmosphere (that would be the space between the needle tip
and the patient’s skin) producing plasma. The small lightening sublimates the fluids contained in the superficial part

of the skin, without unwanted heat transmission to the adjacent tissues. Additionally it acts on the superficial layer of
the skin preserving the lower layers, which reduces drastically any potential permanent skin damage that could be

caused by the misuse of conventional lasers.

For enquiries and information on treatments call Michelle 07508 404862
or email info@perfect-skin.co.uk   www.perfect-skin.co.uk
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